The symposium will take place at the **Campus Biotech**, Chemin des Mines 9, 1202 Geneva.

**From the Geneva Airport**: Taxi or Geneva Public Transport
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The bus **number 5** towards « Thônex, Vallard » will take you from Geneva Airport to Campus Biotech. The name of the closest bus stop to the Campus Biotech is « Nations », then you will to have walk 9 minutes.
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The **train CFF** will take you from Geneva Airport to main train station Cornavin, and you will take the bus **number 1 or number 25** towards « Genève, Jardin Botanique » The name of the closest bus stop to the Campus Biotech is « Genève, Perle du Lac », then you will to have walk 3 minutes.

**From the train station Cornavin**: Taxi or Geneva Public Transport
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The bus **number 1 or 25** towards « Genève, Perle du Lac » will take you from the train station Cornavin to Campus Biotech. The name of the closest bus stop to the Campus Biotech is « Genève, Perle du Lac », then you will to have walk 3 minutes.
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The tramway number 15 towards « Genève, Nations » will take you from the train station Cornavin to Campus Biotech. The name of the closest bus stop to the Campus Biotech is « Maison de la Paix », then you will to have walk 6 minutes.